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Read THE GATHERING first to avoid spoilers.The Ghost of Lachlan McLean is the first to step

forward to accept the Muir Witch's dare. After a quickly accomplished act of bravery, he'll be free to

exact his revenge. But plans go amiss when a certain lass refuses to be saved.Itâ€™s not just

Harperâ€™s trust fund thatâ€™s in dangerâ€”itâ€™s her life. Her despicable stepfather only has to

keep her alive until he gets control of her money, and heâ€™s happy to kill anyone who tries to aid

her. So sheâ€™s on the run and determined to stay on her ownâ€”so no one else has to die. But a

lunatic in a kilt decides she needs a hero, and heâ€™s not easy to ditch.If Harper canâ€™t get it

through his head that heâ€™s a liability, sheâ€™ll be planting another bodyguard in the ground. And

if Lachlan canâ€™t get the woman to stand back and let him fight the Highland wayâ€”which he

couldnâ€™t do at Cullodenâ€”heâ€™ll have haunted the battlefield for two hundred seventy years for

nothing.JAMIE is next.A NOTE ABOUT THE SERIES: Although the individual stories of

Cullodenâ€™s 79 need not be read in strict order, The Gathering should definitely be read first in

order to know whatâ€™s going on between the Muir Witch and these Highland warriors from 1745.

The Reckoning, Number 79â€™s story, will finish the series.
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This is a great series of stories involving the Ghosts left from the battle now known as Culloden

Moor. Kudos to L.L. for the idea!The first book The Gathering, gives an overview of the ghosts and

the reasons they have stayed at the battleground. The other books give each ghost a chance to do

a good deed to be able to meet "Bonnie Prince Charlie" and tell him what they think of his battle

planning.Will each ghost manage their task in the time allowed? Suspense, some romance, witches,

ghosts and possible happy every afters! Great, hard to put down reading!

Lachlan MacLean landed in a damsel in distress scenario when the witch Soni selected him as the

first of the 79 to perform a selfless act to receive the boon to confront Charles Stuart. Saving the

girls from a speeding train was obviously not enough! Neither taking a couple of bullets, but it helps,

and being a true Highlander he won't give up!

Lovely, sweet story. Nice inventive plot line with a few twists for fun. Fast read but interesting.

Brings history into the 21 century. Happy ending are wonderful. The story made me want to know

more about Scottish history, battles and persons of interest!

I was surprised at the turn Lachlan's story took. I don't know what I expected what with the girl

turned witch giving Lachlan a job of saving a soul and the result of his having done so. It was a good

read and while the events leading up to the ending sort of gave the story line away, it still surprised

me.

Cute story. Good triumphs evil. Poor editorial proofreading that detracts from finished product. Not

sure where the author is going with this series if all the stories follow the same pattern. This book

would be good as a young adult story as the author leaves an unstated moral. Characters could be

better portrayed with some work and more than ten very short chapters.

As ever a good story. Needs better editing but I still enjoyed the book. I am waiting for the next

book. On another series. The time travel one. I wonder if it will be about the policeman.the first book

caught my attention, where the ladies intoned his sister.

Enjoyable reading, made me long for another trip to Scotland. I'm glad there will be more books in

the series. The covers are quite striking, I'm impressed. I wish the end had been tad bit more

satisfying but overall the author did a very good job telling the story within such a short page count.



As an  Prime member, I was able to borrow this book from the kindle lending library. It was a quick

read and being a novella, will take most people only a couple of hours tops. The author

recommends you read 'The Gathering' first to avoid spoilers and get an understanding as to the why

and how of what is going on. Lachlan McLean is a young highland ghostie who died during the

Battle of Culloden. He's given mortality for one day and after he completes a noble deed, will be

granted a boon. Harper is a young heiress on the run from her stepfather and his goons. When

Lachlan sees his chance to rescue her, he jumps on it. He never expects to find love and soon

realizes he'll give all, even his chance at revenge, to protect his brave and bonny lass.I really

enjoyed this short but sweet love story. It was fast paced and action packed with never a boring

moment between. Lachlan and Harper were both adorable characters who had a naivetÃ© and

innocence to them that I found utterly endearing. It was a pretty clean read with no sex scenes, just

some kissing. All in all it was a fun and entertaining romance, though I wasn't real happy with the

ending which left me feeling a tad incomplete. The story itself ended at loc 1407 of 1586 which was

at 88% on my kindle. I did notice a number of typos (misspelled or missing words and missing

parentheses) which was a bit distracting but not terribly so. I'll definitely be reading the next book in

this series, though at $2.99 I'll be waiting until I can borrow once again.
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